G’day Daffodil Lovers,

In this list, my first since 1999, I am thrilled to be able to release for the first time three wonderful new miniatures raised by my father from his “Falls Series” and a number of new introductions resulting from my own hybridizing program. The 2007 daffodil season was a good one for both Dad and me and over 100 new seedlings, (miniatures, intermediates and standard sized daffodils) were selected for further assessment from our seedling beds. Hopefully some of these will be good enough to register in the years to come.

I have been hybridising daffodils, collecting seed and growing new types of daffodils since 1974. My father, Geoff has also been growing daffodils and hybridising for many years and has over the last 10 years concentrated on breeding miniature daffodils (blooms less than 50 mm across).

Between us, Dad and I grow over 1/2 acre of daffodils, mostly seedlings of our own raising which are assessed over the years and shown at daffodil shows in Tasmania and occasionally in other Australian States and New Zealand. The best of these are then named and registered as new daffodil cultivars with the Royal Horticultural Society in London.

I have not sold any bulbs over the past 7-8 years but now I am retired and have more time for my hobby I am able to offer bulbs to like-minded enthusiasts and other daffodil lovers. However stocks of most bulbs are small and in some cases only a handful are available for purchase. As a result early ordering is recommended and all customers should, if possible, indicate a list of substitutes should stocks be unavailable when your order is received. Please note that bulbs are available by mail order only - see "HOW TO ORDER" below.

I do hope you find something of interest among these blooms,

With Best Wishes for Christmas and a Great Year in 2008.

HAPPY GROWING,

Mike Temple-Smith

HOW TO ORDER

Please use our order form (enclosed) nominating substitutes where possible. Please post your order form with full remittance to Temple-Smith Daffodils, 12 Carmont Court, Howrah, TAS 7018.

All orders must be received by 31st January 2008. Orders will be processed as received and bulbs will be dispatched from late January to late March. Unless specifically requested, orders will not be acknowledged.

POSTAGE: Mail orders are our only way of sale and will receive our best attention. To defray postage and packing costs please add the following amounts to your orders.

TASMANIA $6.00 INTERSTATE $8.00

Personal cheques, money orders and bank drafts accepted. Please make payable to M.G. Temple-Smith.

We regret that due to quarantine costs we are unable to supply bulb orders to international (overseas) cutomers.
A FEW WORDS ABOUT THE DESCRIPTION OF DAFFODILS

To assist you in ordering the sort of daffodils you like it is important for you to understand the system of description used in this catalogue. Daffodil cultivars (garden hybrids) and species are classified by the Royal Horticultural Society, London, into the following thirteen Divisions according to their botanical form and flower makeup:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division No.</th>
<th>Flower Type</th>
<th>Division No.</th>
<th>Flower Type</th>
<th>Division No.</th>
<th>Flower Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Trumpets</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Triandrus</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Poeticus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Large Cups</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cyclamineus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Bulbacodium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Small Cups</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Jonquilla</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Split/Collar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Doubles</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Tazetta</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13 Narcissus Species</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The familiar types of large spring daffodils mostly belong to Divisions 1 to 3 but there are many other types to "whet your appetite". In this list I have also divided the types into two groups based on flower size: - Miniatures with flowers less than 50mm diameter and the standard sized daffodil flowers which vary with the Division. Generally Divisions 5 to 9 are smaller than the standard sized daffodils in Divisions 1 to 4 and 11 that have flower diameters generally greater than 80mm.

Each flower is also described by the colour of the petals or perianth and by the colour of the cup or corona which is divided into three zones; an eye-zone (mentioned first), a mid-zone and the edge or rim zone (mentioned last). Colours are abbreviated as follows:

W = White or Cream  Y = Yellow  G = Green
O = Orange            R = Red       P = Pink

In the list below the Division number and colour coding (petal colours first followed by trumpet or cup colours) is shown followed by the cultivar name, the time of flowering (from 1 the earliest, July/August flowering, to 6 the latest, Oct/Nov flowering), the breeder and seedling number and the breeding information. (Seed parent first followed by pollen parent).

For example: 2W-YYO BEAURIM 3-4 (M Temple-Smith 24/84) Mrs David Calvert x Kay

This describes a Division 2, Large cupped daffodil with white petals and a yellow cup rimmed in orange. In our climate it flowers in mid to late season. The breeder was Mike Temple-Smith of Tasmania, the seedling was initially selected as number 24 of 1984 and he used the flower "Mrs David Calvert" as the seed parent and "Kay" as the pollen parent.

Want to learn more about Daffodils?
Why not join the Tasmanian Daffodil Council Inc.

Membership entitles you to three issues of an informative Newsletter per annum with the latest information and news in the daffodil world.

Send subscription, $12-00 per annum, to:
The Secretary, Mary Crowe, 102 Carella St. Howrah, TAS, 7018
NEW INTRODUCTIONS 2007/08

MINIATURES

5Y-Y LIFFEY FALLS 4 (Geoff Temple-Smith. 98M/029) N. TRIANDRUS TRIANDRUS x BABY MOON. The palest of the “Falls” Series flowers (petals 2D and cup 2C) and perhaps the most dainty. Each floret is about 45mm across and has the longest petals of the three. The petals also reflex the most (about 65 -70 degrees). A lovely sweetly scented flower with up to 5-6 blooms held on 230mm stems. Champion Div 5 flower at Claremont 2005 and at the Australian Championships Canberra 2005, Champion Miniature at Sheffield 2007. $30-00 each. **Limit one per customer.**

5Y-Y RUSSELL FALLS 4 (Geoff Temple-Smith. 98M/024) N. TRIANDRUS TRIANDRUS x BABY MOON. This flower is perhaps the most robust of the three and has the broadest, rounded petals that reflex 45-55 degrees. The cup and the petals are the same colour (5C), but are lighter coloured than flowers of Snug Falls. Up to five sweetly scented florets (about 41mm diam.) per stem. Champion Miniature at Launceston 2002 and 2006, Champion Div 5 at Sheffield 2005. $30-00 each. **Limit one per customer.**

5Y-Y SNUG FALLS 4 (Geoff Temple-Smith. 99M/030) N. TRIANDRUS TRIANDRUS x BABY MOON. The most deeply coloured of the “Falls” Series with golden yellow petals (6C) and a slightly darker cup (6A). Up to 5 sweetly scented blooms (about 43 mm diam.) per stem with petals that reflex about 55-60 degrees and are more pointed than Liffey and Russell Falls. Part of winning S.F Richardson Trophy entry, Hobart 2005. $30-00 each. **Limit one per customer.**

STANDARDS

2W-W TASMAN SNOW 2 (Mike Temple-Smith 36/88) - GLENSIDE x IMMACULATE. Lovely smooth white flower (110mm diam.), with good petal coverage from flat rounded petals 47mm x 47mm wide. The ¾ cup (30mm long) flares from 21mm at its base to 40mm at the nicely serrated rim. Good exhibition form. Champion Div 2W-W Hobart 2001. $30-00 each

3W-ORR TASMAN CHEER 3 (Mike Temple-Smith 68/90) - WOODLAND BEAUTY x ALINTA. The best small cup I have bred in 25 years of hybridizing. The pure white overlapping perianth (95mm) has rounded, smooth petals of exhibition quality (40mm x 51mm wide). Fiery, round orange red (24A/31A) flattish cup (30mm diam.) with a green eye. Its only fault is that the cup edge burns in strong sun. Grown on my block on Mt Wellington this flower was overlooked for showing until recently but won its class at the Australian Championships Canberra 2005 and its photo was featured in the 53rd Newsletter of the Daffodil Association of NSW/ACT Inc. Good stock allows reasonable introductory price. $25-00 each

3W-GYO TASMAN SWELL 3 (Mike Temple-Smith 67/90) – WOODLAND BEAUTY x ALINTA. Classy, large flower on tall stem. Exhibition quality white perianth (105mm), petals (45mm x 55mm wide) overlap and form a great foil for the lovely scallop edged, yellow(12B) cup (34mm diam.) with a “fine wire” of orange (28B) on the rim and a nice green eye. With age the orange disappears leaving a yellow cup. Bloom also has some scent. Useful team flower in my 3, 6 or 12 blooms classes at later shows. $15-00 each

5W-W SALUKA 4 (Mike Temple-Smith 4/92) - QUICKSTEP x N. TRIANDRUS TRIANDRUS. A beautiful small triandrus hybrid named after my three lovely daughters, SARAH, LUCY and KATE. With three pure white exhibition quality blooms per stem this was the best of four selected seedlings from this cross. Just too big for a miniature (58mm diam.) the petals reflex about 45 degrees. Much admired at shows where it has regularly beaten good classes of named triandrus hybrids. Champion Div 5 bloom at Sheffield 2005, 2007 and Westbury 2006 as well as Reserve Champion Bloom at Westbury 2006. $35-00 each. **Limit one per customer.**

PREVIOUS INTRODUCTIONS BRED BY TEMPLE-SMITH DAFFODILS

Trumpets

1Y-Y RODWAY 3 (Mike Temple-Smith 53/90) - COMAL x H.Cross 1Y-Y Seedling 5249, GOLDEN RAPTURE x WARBIN. Borderline trumpet from a line of exhibition trumpets. A consistent show bloom -perianth of broad overlapping petals of excellent form and substance with a “clean” straight trumpet slightly serrated at the mouth. Sometimes measures Div 2. Champion 1Y-Y at National Championships, Leongatha 1997 $10-00 each.
1Y-O  JUMP-UP 3 (Mike Temple-Smith 27/86) - TRUMPET CALL x (BURNISHED GOLD x JANZ SEEDLING). Very smooth well formed yellow (13B) perianth with a full, orange, straight trumpet, slightly expanded at the mouth. Measures trumpet length but the immature flower sometimes measures a large cup. A larger flower than its seed parent. Has won "red trumpet" class at the Tasvention Show 1988 and at other Tasmanian shows since. A jump-up on its parents and fertile as seed and pollen. Has been used widely in my quest for red trumpets---$10-00 each.

1Y-O  RUDDYNOSEY 3 (Mike Temple-Smith 15/85) - TRUMPET CALL x LOCH OWSKEICH. After raising some 2000 seedlings in my quest for exhibition quality orange/red trumpets (of which 66 were selected for further trial) this seedling was considered the "best of the bunch" in 1988. It has a smooth flat perianth of exhibition standard without the creases so often present in 1Y-O petals. The trumpet exceeds the petals by a few millimetres and is solid orange for its full length. This flower has won the "red trumpet" class at a number of Tasmanian shows since 1987 and is proving a useful seed and pollen parent. Champion 1Y-Coloured Leongatha, 1997 and Launceston 1997--- $10-00 each.

Large Cups

2Y-R  TOGARI 2-3 (Mike Temple-Smith 30/90) - E.M.Radcliff x Harold Cross Seedling 5126. This colourful flower has good form and substance. The . major petals (colour 12A and 39mm long x 49mm wide) overlap well and are rounded but slightly hooded. The short goblet cup, red to base (colour 28A) is 16mm long serrated at the end. Reserve Champion and Champion 2Y-R, Hobart 1998, Champion Div 2 Claremont 2003. $25-00 each.

2Y-O  COLORSPOT 2-3 (Mike Temple-Smith 18/82) -HOTSPOT x COLORFUL. A well coloured bloom, dark yellow perianth of good form with hints of orange sometimes in the petals. The nice flared half cup(18mm)is vibrant orange but does burn in strong sun. A nice bloom which I have used regularly in my show teams of 6 or 12 blooms and also as pollen and seed parents to produce 2O-O seedlings. Champion Bloom (2Y-R) at Whitemore Show 1993, Champion 2Y-R Launceston 1996 and Intermediate Champion Sheffield 1996. - $10-00 each.

2W-Y  DASHER 3 (Mike Temple-Smith 57/90) - FLASH AFFAIR x Seedling 8/79( FIRST FROST x AKALA). Classy large show bloom (>110mm diam.). Broad petals of good exhibition form and substance show off the elegant bright yellow long cup. The cup colour runs slightly into the perianth. Nearly every bloom a show bloom. Best Seedling not previously exhibited and Champion 2W-Y Launceston 1993 and Champion 2W-Y at National Championships, Leongatha 1997. $15-00 each.

2W-Y  BEECROFT 3 (Mike Temple-Smith 42/90) - Seedling 24/82 (HYLAS x CHANGO) x BEWDY. Nice rounded show bloom from a line of exhibition blooms. Broad petals (50mm across) of good exhibition form and substance show off the bright yellow (7A) long cup slightly expanded at the mouth. $10-00 each.

2W-W  VERIDIAN 3 (Mike Temple-Smith 52/90) - KINDEE x MERRY PRINCESS. A very consistent flower of good exhibition form. The milk white perianth (petals 40mm long x 50 mm wide) is flat and smooth with excellent overlap. The 3/4 cup is well proportioned with a green eye. Champion 2W-W Whitmore 1997, Launceston 1998. $12-00 each.

2W-P  ROGOONA 2-3 (Mike Temple-Smith 31/89) - SAVAGE RIVER x OBSESSION. A show bloom that sometimes just measures a trumpet. White perianth of good form and substance shows off the mid pink long cup which is slightly expanded at the mouth. A consistent flower which is throwing some good seedlings. Champion Pink at National Championships, Leongatha 1997. $12-00 each.

2W-P  KILLARA PINK 1 (Mike Temple-Smith 6/83) - DEAR ME x MY WORD. An early pink. White perianth with a 3/4 length deep salmon-pink cup narrow at the base but flared at the mouth, set off by a lovely green "eye". Has been used as a team flower at early shows and is a good garden flower. A clump is a sight in early spring. - $5-00 each.

2W-YYO BEAURIM 4 (Mike Temple-Smith 24/84)- MRS DAVID CALVERT x KAY. A striking and colourful daffodil. White, broad and rounded petals make a great foil for the expanded yellow, flat cup which is rimmed with a 6mm band of orange. The rim fades as the flower ages but at its peak it is a flower of good exhibition quality. Champion 2W-COLOURED at Whitemore 1987 and 1993, Reserve Champion Bloom, Whitemore 1993, Grand Champion Bloom of Show, Whitmore 1997. $10-00 each.

2W-WWP RIMDEEDEE 4 (Mike Temple-Smith 17/86) - FOUNDLING x FIDDLEDEE. Exhibition quality, rimmed pink flower on strong stems with short necks. Thick textured, overlapping petals (36mm long) hold a flattish, expanded cup (37mm diam.and 14mm long) with a 6mm bright pink rim. Much admired at shows. $5-00

Doubles

4W-W  DOUBLE PEAK 3-4 (Mike Temple-Smith 2/89) - Seedling 21/80 (4W-Y Tavelle seedling) x Harold Cross Seedling 74/4 (4W-W). A well formed double - three rows of white petals (back row about 38mm long X 45mm wide) are well overlapped and of good form and substance. The petaloids open yellow and fade to cream and white. A flower of consistent show form. Champion Double, Hobart 1998. $10-00
**Cyclamineus Hybrids**

6Y-Y **ALACABAM** 1 (Mike Temple-Smith 2/82) - N.cyclamineus x RISTIN. Another cheeky bloom from the same cross as Abracadabra but with only a 3/4 length cup that is attractively flared and lobed at the mouth. A member of my Champion Div.5-12 Vase at Canberra 1986. Open Champion and Champion Div 5-12 Whitemore 1996. $5-00 each.

6Y-Y **VOODOO** 1 (Mike Temple-Smith 2/83) - N.cyclamineus x RISTIN. Blooms about 10 days earlier than Abracadabra but has a slightly longer trumpet and narrower petals. Has won its class at a number of shows. Champion Div 6 in Hobart 1987 and was in my Champion Vase of three at Canberra 1986. $10-00 each.

**Jonquilla Hybrids**

7YYW-W **BINKIEBELL** 2 (Mike Temple-Smith 16/88) - BINKIE x N.fernandesii. An early jonquilla with 2-3 flowers (54mm diam.) per stem. Opens all yellow (3B/2A) but the goblet shaped cups turn white and a 3mm white halo develops on the perianth. A good garden plant that flowers over a long period. $4-00 each

7Y-Y **NODDING ACQUAINTANCE** 3 (Geoff Temple-Smith 10/88) - RISTIN x N.jonquilla. A very smooth and consistent all yellow jonquilla with 2-4 flowers per stem. Numerous Champion Div 7 awards including Champion Div 7 at the Australian Championships in Launceston, 1995 and Canberra 2005. $10-00 each.

**Split Coronas**

11aW-P **GEEWIZZ** 3-4 (Mike Temple-Smith 49/88) - VALDROME x DEAR ME. Consistent and colourful split corona daffodil (90mm diam.) of exhibition form and quality. Pink corona (37C) opens flat on petals but grows out and becomes more ruffled and split with age. A flower greatly admired at shows where it has won its class and does well in 7 blooms to a vase class. Won best bloom “Public Vote” class at Wynyard 2005, Hubert Yeates Trophy Hobart 2006. $12-00 each.

**Miscellaneous Hybrids**

12Y-Y **MORIARTY** 2 (Mike Temple-Smith 1/89) - JETFIRE x N.tazetta bertolonii. Exhibition quality flower (57mm diam.) well poised on strong 250mm stems. One flower per stem; rounded and flat yellow perianth (6A) with short, darker yellow goblet cup (17B), 12mm diam. x 14mm long. Vigorous broad foliage and a large tazetta type bulb. Just too big for a miniature but a useful Div 12 flower at shows. $10-00 each. Limit one per customer.

---

**DAFFODIL HYBRIDS – FROM OTHER RAISERS**

**DIVISION 1 TRUMPETS**

1Y-O **GLENFARCLAS** 2-3 (Lea,UK) Lea Seedling x VULCAN Narrow, orange, trumpet-length corona which darkens as the flower ages. Smooth yellow petals. Useful for those interested in breeding red trumpets--- $5-00 each.

1W-Y **POP's LEGACY** 3 (Bender, USA) An imposing bicolour trumpet which has won its class at many shows. $ 8-00 each.

**DIVISION 2 LARGE CUPS.**

2Y-Y **GOLD CONVENTION** 3 (Lea,UK) Very round, flat smooth petals of good substance. Well proportioned narrow, near-trumpet length cup. - $8-00 each

2Y-Y **NYNJA** 3 (Jackson, Tas) Consistent smooth large cup with well overlapping perianth. Has won numerous champion blooms and nearly every bloom is of show quality. - $15-00 each

2Y-R **RED CAMEO** 3 (Hamilton, NZ) JAGUAR x RAWENE A fine flower that has many show successes in NZ. Deep gold petals and broad deep red cup. ---$5--00 each

2W-WW**GRADUATION** 3 (Havens,USA) EMPRESS OF IRELAND x ACCENT Large flower, very white petals and lovely long "trumpet" cup rimmed pink that I have found useful in breeding rimmed trmpets.--$9-00 each

2W-Y **TRITON** 1-2 (Jackson,Tas) KILLYMOON x FILIA. A good flower. Trumpet like, frilled yellow cup. --$4-00 each

2W-O**OYPEACEFUL** 5 (Mitsch, USA) ARTIST'S MODEL x BLARNEY'S DAUGHTER Very attractive rimmed bloom imported from USA. White petals and lovely orange half-cup rimmed with a few mm of yellow. - $5-00 each

**DIVISION 3 SMALL CUPS**

3W-R **CHALLENGE** 2-3 (Jackson,Tas) Seedling x SIGNAL LIGHT. Borderline small cup as flower sometimes measures Division 2. Round, pure white petals and flattish serrated orange-red cup. Many championships to it's credit. - $4-00 each

**DIVISION 4 DOUBLES**

4W-P **MARABOU** 2-3 (Evans, USA) Chiffon Seedling x Seedling. Lovely decorative double on strong stem. - $8-00 each.

4W-W**YPFIOBLE** 2 (Jackson, Tas) CHIMEON x LAWALI Attractive full white and yellow double with pink tones on strong stem.- $5-00 each.
**DIVISION 6 CYCLAMINEUS HYBRIDS**

6Y-Y **CHARITY MAY** 3 (Coleman, UK) Robust yellow flower with nice reflexed petals, Good garden plant. - $4-00 each.

6W-P **FOUNDLING** 3-4 (Carncairn, UK) Irish Rose x Jenny. An outstanding pink crowned cyclamineus that I have used extensively in breeding pink intermediate flowers. Award of merit RHS. - $5-00 each

**DIVISION 7 JONQUILLA HYBRIDS**

7Y-O **BOBBYSOXER** 4 (Gray, UK) N.rupicola x N.poeticus. A small circular lemon flower with flat orange cups. One or two blooms to a stem. - $4-00 each.

7Y-O **BUNTING** 4 (Mitsch, USA) NARVIK x N. jonquilla. Smooth, flat golden petals with clear orange-red cup. Usually two flowers on tall stems. - $5-00 each.

7Y-O **STRATOSPHERE** 4 (Mitsch, USA) NARVIK x N. jonquilla. A famous show flower and award winner including Tasvention and Launceston 1988. Deep yellow petals usually with three small symmetrical deep gold cups held in close array. - $5-00 each

7W-P **PINK ANGEL** 4-5 (Mitsch, USA) Seedling x N. jonquilla. Lovely late pink Jonquil 2-3 blooms/stem. - $5-00 each.

**DIVISION 11 SPLIT CORONAS**

11aW-Y **ZOMBIE** 2 (Jacksons, Tas) Dolly Mollinger x Sdlg. Good form, an attractive show flower. $15-00 each

**MINIATURE HYBRIDS**

1Y-Y **BAGATELLE** 1 (Gerritsen, Holland). An early spring flowering small yellow trumpet. Only a few available - $4-00 each

1Y-Y **SMALL TALK** 1 (Mitsch, USA) WEE BEE OP I imported this rarely available and early spring flowering bloom from America. A small, fertile, miniature yellow trumpet that I have used in breeding miniatures. A robust grower that does well in my paddock half way up Mt Wellington. - $5-00 each.

1W-Y **LITTLE BEAUTY** 2 (Gerritsen, Holland) A robust, small, bicolour trumpet. Only a few available - $4-00 each.

1W-W **ELKA** (Gray, UK) Starry white perianth with a nice white trumpet. Only a few available - $9-00 each.

3W-Y **SEGOVIA** 4-5 (Mrs. Gray, UK). The whitest perianth and small flat canary yellow cup makes this a gem for garden or showing. Good grower and show bloom. - $7-00 each.

4Y-Y **KEHELLAND** 3 (Gray, UK) N. minor x N. minor One of the few doubles on the ADS Miniature list. A robust all yellow “pom pom” that grows and flowers well in my paddock at Neika. - $6-00

7Y-Y **BABY MOON** 4-5 (J Gerritsen, Netherlands) Nice jonquilla hybrid up to 3 - 6 lemon-yellow flowers/stem. - $4-00 each.

8W-Y **MINNOW** 3 (Gray, UK) Breeding unknown. Small tazetta with up to three well formed cream and yellow blooms per stem. - $3-00 each.

10W-W **NYLON** 1 (Blanchard, UK) Late winter flowering, hoop petticoat, lovely creamy white blooms, good grower---$2-50

**MINIATURE SPECIES - Division 13 - Daffodils Distinguished solely by Botanical Name (that is they are found naturally in the wild)**

13Y-Y **N. ASSOANUS** (previously REQUIENII) 2-3 Strongly scented miniature jonquil. Two -three blooms per stem--- $3-00

13Y-Y **N. BERTOLONII** 2-3 Up to 4-5 small yellow blooms per stem. Rarely available. $12-00 each. Limit one per customer.

13Y-Y **N. CORDUBENSIS** 2-3 Strongly scented miniature jonquil. Three/four attractive show quality blooms per stem. Exhibition winner. Rarely available - $5-00 each.

13Y-Y **N. JONQUILLA** 3-4 A selection imported from Mitsch Daffodils in Oregon. Dainty stems of richly perfumed golden flowers $6-00 each.

13Y-Y **N. JONQUILLA var HENRIQUESII** 2-3 A variety with each stem bearing 2-4 dainty blooms with lobed cups longer than N jonquilla. Nicely perfumed. - $5-00 each

13W-Y **N. PANNIZZIANUS** 3 Up to 4 pure white blooms on tallish stems. - $7-00 each

13Y-Y **N. SCABERULUS** 3-4 One of the smallest species. One to two tiny yellow blooms on short stems. Has won Champion Miniature at a number of shows. Grow in sandy soil and keep dry in summer. Very rarely available. - $20-00 each.